The (W)Right Coaching CC, affords you a definitive moment in time to achieve anything you set your mind to,
attain self mastery, and reach previously unimagined heights.

Life Coaching Needs & Benefits Assessment Questionnaire.
Print this form out or save it to your hard drive and then complete it.
Below is a series of statements and questions.
 If you answer yes to any of the questions in the questionnaires below, or
 You pose the question below (*) to each of the points in the questionnaire and answer yes to the question
posed,
Then coaching will definitely fulfil your needs and be of great benefit to you, and or your company/organisation!
Take advantage of our one complimentary coaching session now by contacting us without delay!
The question * to ask in respect of each point below is, “Is this something I need and or want in my personal or
work life?”
Tick the box if your answer is yes.
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I want to achieve personal mastery;
There is something I want to change in my life;
I want to enjoy the outcomes and benefits of relationship coaching and career coaching;
Establish and clarify what I need and want out of relationships, life, work, spirituality, AND obtain
all that I need and want;
Establish and clarify what my whole person (mind, body, soul, and spirit) needs are, AND obtain
them;
Establish and clarify what my dreams, aspirations, wants and needs are, and what my passion and
purpose in life is, AND live them to the fullest;
Do you know what you want and just can’t seem to make it happen?
Do you want to take action and bring about learning and the changes you desire?
Improving interpersonal communication skills;
Increase learning, growth and development and accelerate personal skills development;
Do you want to move forward in your life instead of remaining as is?
Overcome psychological inhibitors and drivers and in so doing overcome what is holding you back,
resulting in the pursuit of a compelling reason to move towards your goal;
Improved and maximize personal and other individuals skills;
Improved performance and productivity;
Improve learning;
Adapt easily and with greater flexibility to change;
Convert what you know should be done, into actually doing it;
Actualise thought/s that are your most appropriate goals through action and learning, resulting in
new and more desirable personal and or company/organisational reality;
Become focused, goal and learning orientated, and “keep on track”;
Hold yourself responsible to you and your highest intentions;
Identify and live out your true passion, purpose and life legacy;
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Identify and achieve your dreams and aspirations, wants and needs, and vision;
Discover previously unimagined opportunities, perspectives, and innovative ideas;
Creation of opportunities through personal growth and development, as well as improved
identification of opportunities and a tendency to “grab” those opportunities;
Clarification of personal and organisational values and beliefs that are at the core of what motivates
you;
Meaningful, developed lived life and or business strategy and plan;
Effective self management and accountability for ongoing forward movement;
Eradication and replacement of aggressive behaviour, negative attitudes, argumentative nature, fear,
lack of assertiveness, poor organisational skills, and nervousness with more desirable, positive
behaviours and thought processes;
Challenge thinking;
Effective problem-solving;
Confrontation skills enhanced to ensure improved outcomes, win-win situations;
Increased ability to identify and overcome the barriers that prevent career moves;
Improved two way interpersonal communication;
Identify and utilise core competence thus enabling greater success and wealth;
Enhanced decision-making skills by creating time and space for objectivity on key issues.
If you ticked any one or a combination of the foregoing points, would you be comfortable if our
professional Transformation Coach contacted you to set up a meeting in order to explore the
immense power of how Transformation Coaching can enable YOU to achieve those items
ticked above? Mark the box with a “yes” or “no”.

If you answered yes to any of the foregoing questions, kindly provide your personal details below and then fax/e-mail the
completed form to Steve Krummeck on the contact details at the base of this questionnaire. Steve Krummeck, the owner
of The (W)Right Coaching cc will contact you shortly. Thanks for your time and congratulations on taking the first step
in an exciting and fulfilling journey. We look forward to being of service to you!!
First name and surname
Name you prefer to be called
Work telephone number
Cell number
Other contact number/s
E-mail address
Best time to contact you
The (W)Right Coaching CC Contact Details
Steve Krummeck – Owner.
Tel (011) 704-1395, Cell 0829000679, Fax
0880117041395.
E-mail: stevewk@twrcc.co.za
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Postal Address: P O Box 971, Olivedale, 2158
7 Michelle Place, Olivedale Ext 8, 2158.
Internet Site: www.twrcc.co.za
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